THE TWO-SPEED GOVERNANCE APPROACH:

Critical contextual issues
of the Albanese Integrity Reform Government
in its first 10 weeks of BreakThrough Potential
The ALP Rudd/Gillard Government was defeated in 2013 by a banshee Coalition leader named Tony Abbott. It
rocketed through him and another leader before the last and least Scott Morrison was defeated on 21 May 2022
by the ALP’s Albanese Integrity Government. The Coalition left a mountain of cruelty, incompetence and sheer
arrogant rudeness across Australia and the World, and Anthony Albanese showed a surprisingly high aptitude
for foreign affairs. Domestically he has continued his previous Ministerial record of avoider of “due diligence”
or proper planning protocols, particularly with a patchy application of “integrity” and anti-corruption actions.
That previous history led Albanese to volunteer, “I know I have to change”. He had became known for
backroom deals with dark blue suits, some of which persist as deleterious to national productivity. Not least
was an impractical High Speed Train model that would have taken 40 years of preparation and construction
and be more risky and less cost effective than an ignored option, which was characteristic of subsequent
national and state governments under his iA protocols. Another is a container terminal at Moorebank which is
an impediment to the regional re-balancing of population and employment and thus the reduction of
structural congestion and high toll costs and living expenses for families and workers, and with Kennedy’s
damage, threats to the ports and logistics sustainability in the eastern seabord of Australia.
The most important parts of the context are
Smooth continuance of the “Save Sydney” theme I have been developing since Labor’s catastrophic
volte face under Iemma – I started with four websites then 4 books, this being the 4th. A great deal of
potential public benefit was generated (and suppressed) which is my career characteristic but my
motive was to drag the Coalition Governments in NSW then in Canberra into the open once the “NSW
Disease” was taken there by PMs Turnbull and Morrison. Labor has continued the budgetary
disintegration of Frydenberg/Kennedy

•

Serial plagiarism of my work, which is of national significance, primarily by the LNP but also RTBU,
Fairfax and now Labor:
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THE EVIL OF PLAGIARISM

Frydenberg understandably refused to meet his obligations as he had turgid ethics and a vicious meanness;
but Labor’s Chalmers has continued in the same historically-malevolent direction under the thrall of

Frydenberg’s thumbscrew, Stephen Kennedy. He is the Ph D in health economics who wrecked every element
of the response to coronavirus as well as the economy, demographics and environmental present and future of
Western Sydney, the largest regional economy in Australia. Kennedy is a disgrace who has been given the key
to Labor’s vaults of secrets.
How does climate get caught up in governance?

The obvious risks and disrepute of continuing Kennedy at $1 million p.a. after his shameful
record of mistakes, distortions and abuses has been documented – amounts to “a culture
conducive to corruption”, as does not ameliorating Coalition abuses of Gibbons with Labor’s
appeasement.

Albanese is the first Labor Leader in history to silently ignore the theft of a citizen’s health, family and survival.
This is an indelible stain on his integrity until he expiates the damages.
We see that in Trump and Johnson as with Morrison and his cohorts including Dutton’s
grievous breaches against human rights and Frydenberg’s destruction of “Rule of Law” or
“due diligence” in rorts and “gifting” to cronies including Harvey Norman’s retention of
overpaid Job Keeper subsidies and appointments to statutory boards.
Where that happens the mastheads and individuals in the Fourth Estate sometimes mention
the offences or more usually ignore them with much the same to say of universities and
institutes. The exceptions usually exhibit silo attitudes, so partial viewpoints.
Sometimes individuals and institutes make decisions for their own purposes which have
externality impacts on society and individuals. Some have remedies in law such as rare writs
of mandamus and formal interventions based on alleged avoidance of environmental
obligations in project impact statements. Citizens can and do fight for what is right such as
the March on Canberra and the current website.
Generally, however, individuals cannot sue PMs and Premiers as deliberate court tactics will
bankrupt them. In discussion with Premier Baird's lawyers, it was agreed that “moral and
political suasion” was an avenue available to me in the context of his explicit theft of my
“commercial in confidence” and copyrighted Northern Beaches Bus Rapid Transit scheme.
That was extended during his and Berejiklian’s rampage against me.
There is obvious reluctance in the Albanese Government (which promised “integrity” but
delivered disorganised differential standards) to observe fairness principles, the “rule of
law”, in the principle of perpetual succession between vertical generations of governments.
That is objectionable and even enraging as the Labor Party was silent as its nominal
opponents traduced my rights and life;
and then Labor extended the
Morrison/Frydenberg/Kennedy malice and cruelty while still rewarding Kennedy with $1
million as year for consistently abysmal performance.

The grossest case of IP theft in Australian history is being worsened by this new government which has ignored
the “value propositions” inherent in my pre-formulated solution sets as summarised below. Media and
industry folk remain in their silos.
The dogmatic refusal to “repair” past mistakes in line with OECD and Treasury-type protocols is typical of the
LNP as they are bound by secret deals; but Albanese’s and Chalmer’s attitudes remain as impediments to
productivity improvement and debt containment.
This author appears to be the only expert economist and political scientist in the nation fighting for restoration
of “due diligence”, “rule of law” and intergenerational equity. Having experienced many ad hominem attacks,
this is a forthright rejoinder. Progress in the 10 weeks has been uneven through to extremely worrying. This is
how I’ve put the associated risks, on the website:
•

Gibbons’ case is
historically
threatening because
of severity of
economic, personal
and political
consequences & risks

•

Gibbons showed
Frydenberg &
Kennedy the risks to
their tenure from
resulting erraticism &
controversy over
damage to victims,
communities,
economic outcomes &
repute of data and
operations

Dumb direction at start

Main consequences

Implications

Not learn from Morrison &
Frydenberg
Not eliminate cronyism

Make same mistakes
Kill ability “to plan”
Misallocate resources cf OECD

Cause community anger at failed anti-corruption
Fail to meet carbon targets, incur penalty taxes
Antagonise central agencies & authorities

Make enemies
Not recover illegitimate “gifts”
Alienate best ideas

Quarantined priority areas e.g.
Frydenberg SME stimulus
Be stymied at key points △

Lose cost-effectiveness with sadly scarce resources
Increase debt and waste unnecessarily
Be ridiculed for failing to meet key KPIs

Break promises
Defer to point of denial

Sterilise potential reserve
supporters
Alienate Labor swingers

Not re-skill executive
Not use DPM&S to improve
Public Service

Make same mistakes
Kill ability “to plan”
Misallocate resources cf OECD

Fail to achieve legislative program
Lose confidence of Party Room & business/union
actors
Lose election
Not use central agencies to improve network
effectiveness
Ministers make mistakes, threaten tenure

Not allocate resources
carefully
Not implement 360o QA cycles

Make same mistakes
Kill ability “to plan”
Misallocate resources cf OECD

Lose cost-effectiveness with sadly scarce resources
Increase debt and waste unnecessarily
Be ridiculed in international forums

Not measure & adjust / correct
all KPI areas over time

Miss time signals on gaps &
opportunities
Fail on key KPIs

Lose cost-effectiveness with sadly scarce resources
Increase debt and waste unnecessarily
Be ridiculed by central authorities & media

•

Already major economic stimulus parameters have been compromised: he offered free access but locked
them off under duress

•

faster trains, regional population and employment balances,

•

specific transport situations such as to the east, north, northwest, west, southwest and southeast of
Sydney – political statements about carbon and congestion costs in cities are cant as they promote projects
that worsen congestion & carbon and suppress better options (these are supposed to lie within the PM’s
skills set)

•

Demonstrable loss of
•

nation building and efficiencies in meeting climate and natural events, migration and population,
existing infrastructure defects, changes in locations & frequency of natural crises and living security

•

community PR events including thank-you to first responders and frontline staff in the Murray

•

famous proposal for First Nations fire risk reduction program

•

transit innovations, reduced congestion

•

lower living and energy costs, and

•

Humanitarian causes specified here and at sydneyimprovementpolitics.com.

Baird and Berejiklian had forced me into homelessness in 2013 after a previous 5 years of poverty and stress.
My mentors were two of Sydney’s leading “experts” in planning and in finance & banking, both were
astonished at faux-Christian Baird’s malevolence.

Long-term homelessness and destitution led to stress and dietary imbalance symptoms which I
did not recognise, I eventually collapsed and was rushed to hospital A&E and med wards for 10
days of treatment and tests re critical diabetes, anaemia and suppurating cellulitis (8 days of
intravenous drips for a total of 62 days on antibiotics).
The ALP was informed of these general and specific issues and ignored them, showing a callous
disregard for human values and instead a fixation on shared values with the cretins in the LNP.
The cellulitis infection required further medical attention and remains “visible” 6 months after
the initial symptoms on 17 January.
Treasurer Chalmers ignored the advices and knowingly increased the stress on me by suppressing
my concerns and frustrating my attempts to recover my health and life, “black hole”.
In a democratic society there is always a risk that ministers and central agencies will move from crisp
lines of accountability and ethics into something they do to others but are themselves impervious
to. However the honeymoon period of a reform government must not be dithered away, it is time
to make a crisp break with the malevolence of Morrison/Frydenberg and resume nation-building in
line with my submissions to PM Albanese and Chalmers.

